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Abstract

The analysis of D-branes in coset models G/H provides a natural extension

of recent studies on branes in WZW-theory and it has various interesting ap-

plications to physically relevant models. In this work we develop a reduction

procedure that allows to construct the non-commutative gauge theories which

govern the dynamics of branes in G/H. We obtain a large class of solutions and

interprete the associated condensation processes geometrically. The latter are

used to propose conservation laws for the dynamics of branes in coset models

at large level k. In super-symmetric theories, conserved charges are argued to

take their values in the representation ring of the denominator theory. Finally,

we apply the general results to study boundary fixed points in two examples,

namely for parafermions and minimal models.
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1 Introduction

The study of D-branes on compact group manifolds has taught us a lot about the

classification and the dynamics of branes in curved but highly symmetric backgrounds

(see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]). Part of this analysis applies directly to relevant

string backgrounds, namely to string theory in near horizon geometries of NS5 or D3

branes. In both cases, a 3-sphere, i.e. the group manifold of SU(2), appears as part of

the background.

But there is a more important aspect of these developments that is deeply rooted

in CFT model building. In fact, the WZW models that are used to describe strings

on group manifolds appear as the basic building blocks for all the coset and orbifold

constructions of exactly solvable string backgrounds. It is therefore natural to analyze

how much of the known properties of strings and branes on group manifolds descends

down to less symmetric coset spaces G/H . This has been initiated in a number of

recent papers [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and it is our main subject below.

Brane configurations (of so-called “Cardy type”) in a coset model G/H can be

labeled by representations P of the Lie algebra g ⊕ h. Let us remark that not all rep-

resentations are to be admitted here and that there exist some identifications between

representations that are associated with exactly the same brane configuration. These

issues will be addressed in more detail in Section 3. Admissible irreducible representa-

tions P of g⊕ h correspond to elementary branes while reducible representations enter

when we want to describe superpositions of the elementary branes.

In Section 4 we shall construct the effective non-commutative gauge theory for such

branes P in a certain limiting regime of the coset model. These theories are obtained

by some kind of dimensional reduction from the fuzzy gauge theories that control the

dynamics of Cardy type branes on group manifolds [7, 15]. They are (constrained)

matrix models involving a Yang-Mills and a Chern-Simons like term.

A large number of solutions to these non-commutative gauge theories is constructed
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and interpreted as a formation of bound states in Section 5. We shall show that two

brane configurations P and Q are related by condensation if the representations one

obtains by restriction to the diagonally embedded h ⊂ g ⊕ h are equivalent,

P |h ∼= Q|h where h = hdiag ⊂ g ⊕ h .

Here, the subscript ‘diag’ refers to the diagonal embedding X 7→ X⊕X of h into g⊕h.

For the criterion to make sense, we use the identification between brane configurations

and representations of g ⊕ h.

In non-supersymmetric backgrounds there will be many other processes that involve

tachyonic (relevant) fields and these lead to further relations between brane configura-

tions. But in super-symmetric models there is a fairly good chance that the criterion

above exhausts all the possibilities. In this case, our findings suggest that the conserved

charges of Cardy-type D-branes in a coset G/H take their values in the representation

ring of the denominator H , i.e. there is one conserved charge for each irreducible rep-

resentation of H . This also fits nicely with the structure of Ramond-Ramond charge

lattices found in certain Kazama-Suzuki models [16]. For a trivial denominator H = e,

there appears just one irreducible representation and hence we recover the known result

that Cardy type branes on group manifolds carry only D0-brane charge. At present,

our studies of the charge group in coset models are restricted to a limiting regime

and one expects that they receive the same type of corrections that appear for group

manifolds [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

In the last section of this paper we shall apply our general results to branes in

parafermion and minimal models. For minimal models our general results will pro-

vide a large number of new candidates for flows between boundary theories extending

previous related work in conformal field theory [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] (see also [27]) and

we shall propose a nice and very suggestive geometrical interpretation. The results on

parafermions and N=2 super-conformal minimal models have been (partly) announced

before in [11].
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2 Review of branes in group manifolds

In this section we shall review some of the results on branes in a group manifold G.

Strings moving on G are described by the WZW-model and so we will start by recalling

some facts about the affine Lie algebras obtained from chiral currents in these theories.

Following the work of Cardy [28], we shall then present the solution of the boundary

WZW problem and its geometric interpretation [2]. Finally, we discuss the low energy

effective action of branes on group manifolds [7].

WZW models for a compact simple simply connected group G are parametrized by

one discrete parameter k which is known as the level. We can think of k as controlling

the volume (or ‘size’) of the group manifolds. From the basic group valued field g of

the model one can construct (anti-)holomorphic currents J, J̄ taking values in the Lie

algebra g. Throughout this work we are interested in boundary theories in which the

currents are subjected to the following boundary condition at z = z̄

Jα(z) = J̄α(z̄) for α = 1, . . . , D = dimG . (2.1)

These boundary conditions were shown in [2] to describe branes localized along con-

jugacy classes of the group and they are equipped with a non-vanishing B-field. The

stability of the associated super-symmetric theories was established in [8, 9], at least

in the large volume regime. At finite level k, they can be shown to possess a tachyon

free spectrum [5, 7].

The WZW-model with boundary condition (2.1) can be solved using ideas that go

back to the work of Cardy [28] and Runkel [29] (see [5, 6] for applications to the WZW

model). The solution uses data from the representation theory of affine Lie algebras

which we shall recall briefly also to set up our notations. We shall label sectors of the

theory by elements l taken from a finite set J g

k . The corresponding state spaces Hg

l

are generated from irreducible representations V l ⊂ Hg

l of the finite dimensional Lie

algebra g = LieG. This implies that the sectors of the theory at finite k form a subset
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of the set J g of irreducible representations of g, i.e. J g

k ⊂ J g. We will often identify

the elements l ∈ J g

k with the corresponding element of J g.

On Hg
l there exists an action of the Virasoro algebra whose generators we denote

by Lg
n making explicit reference to the Lie algebra g. The space V l ⊂ Hg

l consists of

ground states with conformal dimension hg
l ∼ ∆l/(k + c∨) where ∆l is the value of

the quadratic Casimir in the representation l ∈ J g and c∨ denotes the dual Coxeter

number. As we send k to infinity, the conformal dimension of these ground states

vanishes.

Let us now consider the WZW-model associated with the diagonal modular invari-

ant,

Z(q, q̄) =
∑

l∈J g

|χg

l (q)|2 ,

where χg

l (q) denotes the character of the sector l. The choice of Z implies that the bulk

fields of the boundary theories we are about to discuss are obtained as descendants of

primary fields Φl,l(z, z̄) = Φl(z, z̄), one for each sector of the affine Lie algebra. The

space of bulk fields comes equipped with two commuting representations of the affine

Lie algebra. Below, we shall frequently make use of the descendants

Φl
nm(z, z̄) for l ∈ Jk (2.2)

and n,m each label vectors from a basis of the representation space V l. The fields in

the list (2.2) are obtained from the primary fields by acting with zero modes of the two

commuting affine Lie algebras. They correspond to ground states in the bulk theory

and their conformal dimensions are (h, h̄) = (hg

l , h
g

l ).

Following the analysis of Cardy, the boundary WZW model with condition (2.1)

admits as many different solutions as there are sectors l ∈ J g

k . We will denote the

boundary theories by capital letters L, . . . . These boundary theories can be charac-

terized by the 1-point functions of bulk fields, i.e. by the the coupling of closed string

modes to the brane. According to [28], these couplings are given by the modular matrix
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Sg as follows,

〈Φl
nm(z, z̄) 〉L =

Sg

L l√
Sg

0 l

δnm

|z − z̄|2hl
. (2.3)

For the solution of the model, it would have been sufficient to present the couplings for

the primary fields only, but we have decided to include all the fields from the list (2.2).

On the right hand side this gives rise to the trivial factor δnm. Following a procedure

suggested in [30, 6] (see also [12]), the localization region of the branes can be read off

from the 1-point functions (2.3). The results of such an analysis confirm the findings

of [2] that Cardy type branes are localized along conjugacy classes

CL = { g ∈ G | g = ugLu
−1 for u ∈ G } . (2.4)

Here gL is some fixed group element which depends on the brane label L (see e.g. [6]

for details).

Information on the spectrum of open string states on the branes (2.3) is encoded

in the fusion rules. More precisely, the space of open strings stretching between two

branes L1 and L2 is contained in

Hg;L2

L1
=

⊕

l

Ng;L2

L1 l Hg

l (2.5)

where Ng are the fusion rules of ĝk. There is a boundary field associated with each

state in this state space and one can show that the operator product expansion of any

two such fields is determined by the fusing matrix [29] (see also [5, 6, 31]).

If we let k tend to infinity while keeping the brane labels L1, L2 fixed, the space of

ground states stays finite and it is easy to identify it with Hom(V L1 , V L2), i.e. with the

space of linear maps between the two finite dimensional representation spaces V L1 and

V L2 of the Lie algebra g. For L = L1 = L2, the space Hom(V L, V L) comes equipped

with a natural product (“matrix multiplication”) and it is exactly this product that

one obtains from the OPE of open string vertex operators in the limit k → ∞ [5]. Its
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non-commutativity can be nicely explained by the presence of a non-vanishing B-field

on the branes.

After these remarks on the (non-commutative) geometry of branes in group man-

ifolds we are prepared to review their low energy effective gauge theory. Consider

some configuration P =
∑
PL(L) of Cardy-type branes on the group manifold which

contains PL branes of type (L) on top of each other. In the following we will not

distinguish in notation between such a brane configuration P and the associated rep-

resentation P of g. In particular, we shall denote by V P the reducible representation

space V P =
∑
PLV

L. It was shown in [7] that the effective action for the brane config-

uration P is given by a linear combination of a Yang-Mills and a Chern-Simons term

for a set of fields Aα ∈ End(V P ),

SP = SYM + SCS =
1

4
tr

(
Fαβ Fαβ

)
− i

2
tr

(
fαβγ CSαβγ

)
(2.6)

where we defined the ‘curvature form’ Fαβ and some non-commutative analogue CSαβγ

of the Chern-Simons form by the expressions

Fαβ(A) = iLαAβ − iLβAα + i [Aα , Aβ ] + fαβγA
γ (2.7)

CSαβγ(A) = LαAβ Aγ +
1

3
Aα [Aβ , Aγ] −

i

2
fαβδ Aδ Aγ . (2.8)

We have introduced the symbol Lα to denote the ‘infinitesimal translation’ LαA =

[P (tα),A] where tα denote the generators of the Lie algebra g. Gauge invariance of

(2.6) under the gauge transformations

Aα → LαΛ + i [ Aα , Λ ] for Λ ∈ End(V P )

follows by straightforward computation. Similar gauge theories on matrix (“fuzzy”)

geometries [32, 33] have been studied before they were shown to appear in string theory

(see e.g. [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]).
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From eq. (2.6) we obtain the following equations of motion for the elements Qα :=

P (tα) + Aα ∈ End(V P ),

[
Qα , [Qα , Qβ ] − i fαβγ Q

γ
]

= 0 . (2.9)

Solutions of these equations (2.9) describe possible condensates of our brane configura-

tion P . There exists one type of solutions that is particularly interesting. Obviously, we

can satisfy the equations (2.9) by choosing Qα to be any dim (V P )-dimensional repre-

sentation of the Lie algebra g. The associated solution is then given by Aα = Qα−P (tα).

As it was argued in [7], this solution describes a process of the form

(P )
A=Q−P−→ (Q) .

Support for this statement comes from both the open string sector and the coupling to

closed strings (see [7]). On the one hand, we can compare the tension of D-branes in

the final configuration Q with the value of the action SP (A) at the classical solution A.

On the other hand, we can look at fluctuations around the chosen solution and compare

their dynamics with the low energy effective theory SQ of the brane configuration Q.

In formulas, this means that

SP (A + δA)
!
= SP (A) + SQ(δA) with SP (A)

!
= ln

gQ

gP
. (2.10)

The second requirement expresses the comparison of tensions in terms of the g-factors

[40] of the involved conformal field theories (see e.g. [7] for more details). All equalities

must hold to the order in (1/k) that we used when we constructed the effective actions.

These results imply that condensation processes of Cardy type brane configurations

P on group manifolds possess only one invariant: the dimension dim (V P ) of the repre-

sentation P . We can easily identify this invariant with the D0 brane charge. In fact, a

particular initial configuration is given by the representation P = P0[0], i.e. by choosing

the trivial representation of g with multiplicity P0. It corresponds to a configuration
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in which P0 point-like branes are placed on top of each other at the group unit e ∈ G.

Now we are advised to pick any dim (V P ) = P0-dimensional representation Q of g.

The latter decomposes into a sum of irreducible representations Q =
∑
QL[L]. If Q is

irreducible, the final state contains a single extended brane of charge P0. A well known

example of this phenomenon is the formation of spherical branes on S3 ∼= SU(2) which

was discussed extensively in the past (see [7] and also [41],[42]). Similar effects have

been described for branes in RR-background fields [43]. The advantage of our scenario

with NSNS-background fields is that it can be treated in perturbative string theory so

that string effects may be taken into account (see [20]).

3 Boundary coset models

From now on let H ⊂ G denote some simple simply connected subgroup of G. We

want to study the associated G/H coset model. A more precise formulation of this

theory requires a bit of preparation (more details can be found e.g. in [44]). We shall

label the sectors Hh

l′ of the affine Lie algebra with ĥk′ labels l′ ∈ J h

k′. Note that the

sectors of the numerator theory carry an action of the denominator algebra ĥk′ ⊂ ĝk

and under this action each sector Hg

l decomposes according to

Hg
l =

⊕

l′

H(l,l′) ⊗Hh

l′ .

Here we have introduced the infinite dimensional spaces H(l,l′) which we want to in-

terprete as sectors of the coset chiral algebra. The latter is usually hard to describe

explicitly, but at least it is known to contain a Virasoro field with modes

Ln = Lg
n − Lh

n . (3.1)

One may easily check that they obey the usual exchange relations of the Virasoro

algebra with central charge given by c = cg − ch.

Note that some of the spaces H(l,l′) may vanish simply because a given sector Hh

l′ of

the denominator theory may not appear as a subsector in a given Hg

l . This motivates
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to introduce the set

E = { (l, l′) ∈ J g
k ×J h

k′ | H(l,l′) 6= 0 } .

Elements of E do not yet label sectors of the coset models. In fact, different elements

of E may correspond to the same sector, i.e. there is an equivalence relation

(l, l′) ∼ (m,m′) ⇔ H(l,l′)
∼= H(m,m′) .

At this point we want to make one assumption, namely that all the equivalence classes

we find in E contain the same number N0 of elements. This holds true for many

important examples and it guarantees that the sectors of the coset theory are simply

labeled by the equivalence classes, i.e. J = E/ ∼. 1 It is then also easy to spell out

explicit formulas for the fusion rules and the S-matrix of the coset model. These are

given by

N
(k,k′)
(l,l′) (m,m′) =

∑

(n,n′)∼(k,k′)

Ng;n
l m Nh;n′

l′ m′ , (3.2)

S(l,l′)(m,m′) = N0 S
g

l m S̄h

l′ m′ (3.3)

where the bar over the second S-matrix denotes complex conjugation.

Let us note that (l, l′) is an element of E if (but not only if) the representation l′

of the finite dimensional Lie algebra h appears as a sub-representation of the repre-

sentation l for g. The equivalence classes of such special pairs form a subset J r ⊂ J .

Sectors in the subset J r are also distinguished because the conformal dimension of

their ground state satisfies the equality

h(l,l′) = hg

l − hh

l′ + n

with n = 0. For other pairs (l, l′) ∈ J , n is a (non-vanishing) positive integer. This

means in particular, that fields associated with the sectors in J \ J r necessarily have
1For more general cases, there are further sectors that cannot be constructed within the sectors of

the numerator theory.
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conformal dimension h, h̄ > 1 and hence they are irrelevant. We shall see in Appendix

A that the sectors labeled by elements of J r play a special role when we analyse the

brane geometry.

The boundary theories we are going to look at are associated with the diagonal

modular invariant bulk partition function,

Z(q, q̄) =
∑

(l,l′)

χ(l,l′)(q)χ(l,l′)(q̄) .

We want to impose trivial gluing conditions along the boundary in which each left

moving chiral field of the coset theory is glued to its right moving partner. Under this

condition, the associated boundary theories can be constructed using Cardy’s solution

[28]. It asserts that the model has as many boundary conditions as there are sectors of

the coset algebra. We will label them with (L,L′) ∈ J . For a given theory (L,L′) the

couplings of closed string modes to the boundary are essentially given by the S-matrix,

i.e.

〈φ(l,l′)(z, z̄) 〉L =
Sg

l LS̄
h

l′ L′√
Sg

0 lS̄
h

0l′

1

|z − z̄|2h(l,l′)
. (3.4)

Here we have used the explicit formula for the S-matrix of the coset theory that was

given in eq. (3.3). Let us also write down the spectrum of open string modes stretching

in between two branes (L1, L
′
1) and (L2, L

′
2),

Z
(L2,L′

2)

(L1,L′

1)
(q) =

∑

(l,l′)

Ng;L2

L1 l N
h;L′

2

L′

1 l′ χ(l,l′)(q) . (3.5)

This formula involves the fusion rules of the coset model that were spelled out in eq.

(3.2). Let us point out that we can think of these elementary Cardy branes as being

labeled by a set of irreducible representations [L, L̄′] of g ⊕ h. Here L̄′ denotes the

representation conjugate to L′. This way of associating a representation [L, L̄′] to the

brane configuration (L,L′) turns out to be rather convenient. More complicated brane
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configurations P involve reducible representations of the same Lie algebra. As in the

case of branes on group manifolds we will often identify brane configurations P with

the associated representation of g ⊕ h.

The geometry of the Cardy type branes in coset models was recently uncovered in

[13] (see also [14]). To describe the answer we need some more notation. Recall first

that geometrically the quotient G/H is formed with respect to the adjoint action of

H on G, i.e. two points on G are identified if they are related by conjugation with an

element of H ⊂ G. We denote the projection from G to the space G/H of H orbits

by πG
G/H . Furthermore, we use CG

L to refer to the conjugacy class of G along which

the brane with L is localized and similarly for CH
L′. The latter is a conjugacy class in

H . Through the embedding of H into G, we can regard it as a subset of G. Now we

construct the set C(L,L′) of all elements in G which are of the form uv−1 where u ∈ CG
L

and v ∈ CH
L′ . This set is left invariant by conjugation with elements of H and hence it

can be projected down to G/H . The claim of [13] is that the brane (L,L′) is localized

along the resulting subset C
G/H
(L,L′) of G/H ,

C
G/H
(L,L′) = πG

G/H

(
CG

L (CH
L′)−1

)
⊂ G/H . (3.6)

We shall extract this result from an analysis of the 1-point function in Appendix A.

4 Coset branes and fuzzy gauge theories

In this section we will discuss the effective non-commutative gauge theory that describes

the dynamics of branes in coset theories. Given some configuration of coset branes, i.e.

a representation of g⊕h, we construct some parent action which is essentially identical

to the field theory (2.6). The effective field theory of coset branes is then obtained

by a suitable reduction. Our construction can be derived from conformal field theory.

While we explain most of this in Appendix B, we provide the derivation for special

brane configurations of the form P =
∑
PL(L, 0) in the second subsection below.
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4.1 Construction of the effective field theory

We have reviewed the effective action for branes on group manifolds in Section 2. The

result has been discussed for a WZW model involving a single affine Lie algebra ĝk.

For our purposes below, we need the action for cases where the underlying affine Lie

algebra is a direct sum of algebras with different levels kr. From the resulting action

we will then obtain the effective field theory of coset branes by reduction.

A coset model involves two chiral algebras ĝ and ĥ in the numerator and the de-

nominator, respectively. In general, these possess decompositions of the form ĝ =

ĝ1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ ĝR and ĥ = ĥ1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ ĥR′ with possibly different levels k1, . . . , kR; k′1, . . . , k
′
R′

appearing in each summand. We will study a regime of the model in which some of the

levels are sent to infinity while others stay finite. Let us assume that the decompositions

above have been arranged such that k1, . . . , kS and k′1, . . . k
′
S′ become large.

In this limiting regime we intend to study Cardy type brane configurations P =
∑
PLL′(L,L′) where L,L′ are multi-labels of the form L = (L1, . . . , LS, 0, . . . , 0) and

L′ = (L′
1, . . . , L

′
S′, 0, . . . , 0) in which the representation labels for the small directions

are chosen to be trivial2. As we explained before, such a brane configuration gives rise

to a representation P =
∑
PL L′[L, L̄′] of the Lie algebra g ⊕ h.

The field theory we are going to spell out now involves a number of gauge fields Aα

where α label a basis in g⊕ h, i.e. it runs through the values 1, . . . , dim g + dim h. The

gauge fields Aα are elements of the space End(V P ) which depends on the choice of our

initial brane configuration P . Let us also introduce the derivatives Lα as follows

LαA =

{
[P (tα) , A ] for α ≤ dim g

i [P (tα) , A ] for α > dim g
. (4.1)

Note that we have absorbed an extra factor
√
−1 into the definition of Lα, α > dim g.

This will turn out to be rather convenient in the following. In these notations, we are

2In the limit of large k the theory is essentially independent of the labels LS+1, . . . , LR,

LS′+1, . . . , LR′
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now able to introduce the following action,

S
WZW
P (A) = SYM(A) + SCS(A) =

1

4
tr (FαβFαβ) − i

2
tr (̃fαβγCSαβγ) (4.2)

where f̃αβγ = fαβγ if α, β, γ ≤ dim g and f̃αβγ = ifαβγ otherwise. Let us also note

that the indices α are raised and lowered using the open string metric

Gα α′

=
2

k(α)
δα α′

. (4.3)

Here, the function k(α) has been introduced such that it takes the value kr (or k′r′) if

α refers to a basis element in the Lie-algebra gr (or hr′).

We use effective action SWZW as a master theory from which we descend to the

effective description of branes in coset conformal field theory. For the reduction it is

convenient to switch to a new basis of g ⊕ h which makes reference to the embedding

h ⊂ g. We shall employ a = 1, . . . , dim g−dim h when we label directions perpendicular

to h ⊂ g while labels i = 1, . . . , dim h and ı̃ = 1, . . . , dim h stand for directions along

h ⊂ g and h, respectively.

The idea is now to perform a reduction of the theory (4.2) by imposing the following

constraints
Ai = Aı̃ = 0

(iLi + Lı̃)Aa + fb
iaAb = 0 .

(4.4)

These conditions allow to rewrite the effective action in the form

SP (A) =
1

4
tr (FabF

ab) − i

2
tr (fαβγCSαβγ) (4.5)

which, together with the constraints (4.4), determine the brane dynamics in coset

models. The field strength F and the Chern-Simons form CS are defined as before in

(2.7),(2.8), but with Ai,Aı̃ set to zero. Formulas (4.5,4.4) constitute the central result

of this section.
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4.2 Derivation of the action for P =
∑
PL(L, 0)

The effective theory we proposed in the previous subsection can be derived from bound-

ary conformal field theory. We want to explain this here at least for a restricted set

of brane configurations P =
∑
PL(L, 0) in which the denominator labels are all set

to zero, i.e. L′
r = 0. This implies that the state space of the configuration contains

only sectors of the form H(l,0) and it simplifies the discussion considerably. For the

general case the reader is referred to Appendix B where we sketch the main ideas of

the derivation.

Since the contribution of the denominator theory is trivial, we can restrict our

attention to the numerator theory with chiral algebra ĝ. This theory has a state space

of the form

HP =
⊕

PL Ng;L
Ll Hg

l

where Hl denotes the state space of the sector l of the chiral algebra ĝ. To get rid of

excitations in the direction of h ⊂ g, we have to impose the conditions

J i
n ψ = 0 for n ≥ 0 and i = 1, . . . , dim h (4.6)

on ψ ∈ Hg

l . The subspace of states that solves these constraints is given by

⊕
PL Ng;L

Ll H(l,0) ⊗ |0〉h ≃
⊕

PL Ng;L
Ll H(l,0) ⊂ HP . (4.7)

Omitting the vector |0〉h is justified here because it has vanishing conformal dimension

and the operator product expansions of the associated identity field are all trivial.

Hence, the isomorphism indicated by ≃ is canonical, i.e. it preserves all the structure

that we need to compute the effective theory. Obviously, our assumption L′
r = 0 is

crucial at this point.

These observations give a a good handle to compute the effective action for the

coset model from the known effective action for the G WZW-model. All we have to do

is to implement the restrictions (4.6) described above directly on the fields Aα of the
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effective theory. This gives

Ai = 2iα′f iγαLγAα for all i (4.8)

iLiAβ + fiβ
αAα = 0 for all i, β (4.9)

where the first constraint follows from eq. (4.6) for n > 0 and the second constraint is

obtained with n = 0. By using (4.8) and (4.9) for β = j, we can express Ai through

Aa. Thus we eliminate Ai from the action and are left with an action only containing

Aa subjected to the condition

iLiAb + fib
aAa = 0 for all i, b . (4.10)

Furthermore it turns out that the terms in the action coming from the Ai are strongly

suppressed against other terms. This is suggested already by the appearance of α′ in

equation (4.8) and it allows us to neglect these terms in the action to leading order so

that Ai = 0. The resulting theory agrees with the prescription given in Subsection 4.1.

5 Solutions and Condensation Processes

Having found the effective theory (4.5, 4.4) of coset branes we shall now proceed to

discuss a large class of solutions and their interpretation as condensation processes. In

[11] we reported on the results from the reduction procedure in the parafermion case,

SU(2)/U(1). This section will be a generalization to arbitrary fixed point free coset

models.

5.1 Solutions

To obtain the equations of motion we vary the action (4.5) under the constraint (4.4).

It is easy to see that the variation vanishes away from the configurations fulfilling the

constraints so the resulting equations are the same as in the unconstrained problem,

LαFαb + [Aa,Fab] = 0 . (5.1)
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Together with the constraints (4.4), eqs. (5.1) determine the dynamics.

Consider a configuration P =
∑

L,L′ PL L′(L,L′). The fields Aa are matrices on

which we can act with derivatives Lα. These can be expressed through commutators

with the matrices Pα = P (tα) given by the corresponding representation P . Suppose

now that we found a decomposition Pα = Qα − Q′
α

3 such that Q is a representation

of g ⊕ h,

[Qα , Qβ ] = i fαβ
γ Qγ ,

and Q′
i + Q′

ı̃ = 0 .

Then

Aa = Qa − Pa = Q′
a (5.2)

is a solution fulfilling the equations of motion (5.1) and the constraints (4.4). This can

be verified in a straightforward computation. Note that this construction generalizes

the one that we sketched for the case of branes on group manifolds. As we will show in

the next subsection also the interpretation of the solution is analogous: The solution

describes a brane configuration given by the representation Q. The main difference is

that for a non-trivial denominator, we are not free to choose any representation Q of

g⊕ h but have to satisfy the extra condition that the solution vanishes in the diagonal

combination Q′
i + Q′

ı̃. The latter becomes trivial for group manifolds since the set of

directions i along the denominator is empty in this case.

Let us comment on the meaning of this extra condition which is equivalent to

Pi + Pı̃ = Qi + Qı̃ ,

saying that P and Q are isomorphic as representations of the diagonally embedded

hdiag ⊂ g ⊕ h. Using the identification of the solution with a condensation process we

see that

3where Q′ and Q are zero in ’small’ directions, i.e. in directions corresponding to a small level
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1. all processes we found leave the diagonal part P |hdiag
invariant

2. any two brane configurations P,Q satisfying P |hdiag
∼ Q|hdiag

are connected

through a condensation process.

It is finally worth noticing that there is a distinguished solution which exists for

any configuration P , namely we can choose

Q′
a = −Pa , Q

′
i = −Pi , Q

′
ı̃ = Pi

The solution relates P to the following configuration Q

Qa = 0 , Qi = 0 , Qı̃ = Pi + Pı̃ .

Since Q describes a superposition of (0, L′) branes, we have just shown that any brane

configuration P can be related by a condensation process to a superposition of (0, L′)-

branes. This is in complete agreement with an investigation of closed string couplings

in [16] for a family of Kazama-Suzuki coset models. There it was observed that the

(0, L′) branes provide a basis for the lattice of Ramond-Ramond charges.

5.2 Interpretation of the solutions

The described solutions can be identified as a condensation process that leads either

to or away from the initial brane configuration P . Let us reformulate the proposal for

the configuration that is associated with the solution Q′. The set of matrices Qα form

a representation of g⊕ h. This representation can be decomposed into irreducible sub-

representations
⊕

QL L′VL ⊗ VL̄′ . We now claim that this decomposition describes the

brane configuration
∑
QL L′(L,L′) we are looking for. Whether the process is a flow

to or from this configuration depends on S(Q′) being negative or positive, respectively.

As evidence for this interpretation we will give here an analysis of D-brane tensions

and of fluctuation spectra. What we will show can be summarized in the formula

SP (Q′ + A) = SP (Q′) + SQ(A) with SP (Q′) = ln
gQ

gP

(5.3)
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analogous to (2.10).

For the calculations it is useful to relate our reduced action to the unreduced WZW

action (4.2). It can be shown that

SP (Aa) = S
WZW
P (Aa,Ai = Q′

i,Aı̃ = iQ′
ı̃) (5.4)

for any Q′
i = −Q′

ı̃ belonging to a solution (5.2) and for all Aa fulfilling the constraint

(4.4). Note the appearance of a factor of i because of our conventions for the h-part.

Now let us expand our coset action for a solution Q′
a using the result for WZW

models (2.10).

SP (Q′
a + Aa) = S

WZW
P (Q′

a + Aa , Q
′
i , iQ

′
ı̃)

= S
WZW
P (Q′

a + Aa , Q
′
i + Ai , iQ

′
ı̃ + Aı̃)|Ai=Aı̃=0

= S
WZW
P (Q′

a , Q
′
i , iQ

′
ı̃) + S

WZW
Q (Aa , Ai , Aı̃)|Ai=Aı̃=0

= S
WZW
P (Q′

α) + SQ(Aa) .

This confirms our result that the fluctuations around the solution Q′
a are governed by

the action corresponding to the brane configuration Q. To complete this argument we

note that the constraint (4.4) for the Aa in the P -configuration is the same as in the

Q configuration as

iLi + Lı̃ = i[Pi + Pı̃, · ] = i[Qi +Qı̃, · ] .

In the remaining part of this section we will show that the D-brane tensions are

reproduced correctly by our solution, i.e.

ln

∑
QL L′gL,L′∑
PL L′gL,L′

= S(Q′
a) . (5.5)

in some order of 1/k. The g-factors are defined by

gL,L′ =
S(L,L′)(0,0)√
S(0,0)(0,0)

(5.6)
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with the help of the coset S-matrices. The coset S-matrices are up to some constant

factor just products of S-matrices of the involved affine Lie algebras in the numerator

and the denominator, therefore

∑
QL L′gL,L′∑
PL L′gL,L′

=

∑
QL L′

∏
Sr

Lr0

∏
Sr′

L′

r′
0∑

PLL′

∏
Sr

Lr0

∏
Sr′

L′

r′
0

. (5.7)

As we are performing a perturbative analysis in 1/k we need asymptotic expressions

for S-matrices. Using expressions from [44] we find

Sl0 = N(k) dim (l)
(
1 − π2

6(k + g∨)2
g∨Cl + O

( 1

k4

))
(5.8)

where N(k) is some factor independent of l, Cl = (l, l + 2ρ) is the quadratic Casimir,

and g∨ is the dual Coxeter number. We insert this expression into (5.7) and obtain
∑
QL L′gL,L′∑
PL L′gL,L′

=

∑
QL L′dim L,L′∑
PLL′dim L,L′

−π
2

6

1∑
QL L′dim L,L′

∑
QL L′dim L,L′

[∑

r

g∨r C
r
Lr

(kr + g∨r )2
+

∑

r′

g∨r′C
r′

L′

r′

(kr′ + g∨r′)
2

]

+
π2

6

1∑
PL L′dim L,L′

∑
PLL′dim L,L′

[∑

r

g∨r C
r
Lr

(kr + g∨r )2
+

∑

r′

g∨r′C
r′

L′

r′

(kr′ + g∨r′)
2

]
+ O

( 1

k4

)
.

We now want to check the condition (5.5) for our proposed interpretation. The value

of the action is

SP (Q′
a) = S

WZW
P (Q′

α)

=
1

12
fαβ

γfαβδtr (PγPδ −QγQδ) .

Remembering that indices are raised and lowered with the help of the k-dependent

open string metric (4.3), we can see that this result is of order 1/k2. Since in our case

we have

∑
PLL′dim [L,L′] =

∑
QL L′dim [L,L′] ,
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the left hand side of (5.5) is also of order 1/k2. It is then straightforward to show that

indeed (5.5) is fulfilled to this order.

Let us briefly mention that it may happen that the action vanishes in the order

1/k2. This is the case if all ’large’ directions 4 that are used in the construction of the

solution are divided out. We will encounter such a case in the example of the minimal

models. However, it can be shown that in this case the relation (5.5) is fulfilled also in

the order 1/k3.

6 Examples: Parafermions and minimal models

In this final section we want to illustrate our very general results in three simple

examples. It will become clear that the solutions we have constructed above are capable

of describing brane processes with very different geometrical manifestations. In the case

of minimal models we will recover the processes found in [24] among our solutions and

we shall now provide a very nice geometrical picture for them.

6.1 Parafermions

Let us start by reviewing the construction of parafermion theories as ŝu(2)k/û(1)k

cosets. The free bosonic U(1) theory is embedded such that its current gets identified

with the component J3 of the SU(2) current.

The numerator theory has sectors Hsu(2)
l where l = 0, 1, . . . , k, the sectors Hu

m of

the denominator algebra û(1)k carry a label m = −k + 1, . . . , k. We can label the

sectors H(l,m) of the coset model by pairs (l,m) of numerator and denominator levels.

The possible pairs (l,m) are restricted by a selection rule forcing the sum l +m to be

even. Furthermore some pairs label the same sector so that we have to identify the

pairs (l,m) ∼ (k − l,m + k). Here we take the label m to be 2k-periodic. Note that

this field identification has no fixed points.

4by large directions we mean those which belong to a large level kr
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Now we want to apply our general formalism to formulate the effective action for the

parafermion branes. Let us illustrate here only the case where the branes have trivial

label in the denominator part. We start with the effective action for the ŝu(2)-WZW

model involving three fields A1,A2,A3. Our brane configuration P =
∑
PL 0[L, 0] de-

termines the derivatives Lα = [P (tα), · ]. The constraint (4.4) reads in the parafermion

case

iL3Aa + f3a
bAb = 0 a, b = 1, 2 , (6.1)

A3 is set to zero. Eventually we arrive at the effective action for the coset theory. The

result is

S(A1,A2) =
1

4
tr (F̂abF̂

ab) (6.2)

where a = 1, 2 and F̂ab = iLaAb−iLbAa+i[Aa,Ab]. Obviously, there is no Chern-Simons

like term in this case simply for dimensional reasons.

Let us now analyze the effective theory on a single (L, 0) brane. For L > 0 we find

a solution of the form described in 5.1 given by the following non-constant field

Aa = −Pa = −P (ta) (6.3)

which is rather easy to check here for the parafermions.

If we insert this solution into the action (6.2) we find a positive value, indicating

that the brane is the decay product of some configuration with a higher mass. This

configuration is a chain of adjacent branes

(0,−L) + (0,−L+ 2) + · · · + (0, L) (6.4)

as can be deduced by the rules of Section 5.2. In the language of Section 5.1 our

solution has Qα = 0, Q3̃ = P3. The decomposition of this representation of su(2)⊕u(1)

gives precisely the stated result (6.4).
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In the parafermion theory we have an additional Zk-symmetry, the branes (L, 0)

and (L,M) behave in the same way. Thus we can generalize the identified processes to

(0,M − L) + (0,M − L+ 2) + · · · + (0,M + L) −→ (L,M) . (6.5)

We observe that all branes can be constructed out of a fundamental set of (0,M)-

branes.

6.2 N=2 Minimal models

Our results can easily be extended to the N = 2 supersymmetric minimal models. The

latter are obtained as ŝu(2)k⊕û(1)2/û(1)k+2 coset theories. Now we need three integers

(l,m, s) to label sectors, where l = 0, . . . , k, m = −k − 1, . . . , k + 2 and s = −1, 0, 1, 2

are subjected to the selection rule l +m+ s = even. Maximally symmetric branes are

labeled by triples (L,M, S) from the same set. We shall restrict our attention to the

cases with S = 0.

The U(1) factor in the numerator contributes an additional field X which enters

the effective action (6.2) minimally coupled to the gauge fields Aa, a = 1, 2. The

solution (6.3) carries over to the new theory if we set X= 0 and its interpretation is

the same as in the parafermion case since the perturbation does not act in the û(1)2

part. It means once more that a chain of P adjacent (L=0)-branes decays into a single

(L=P−1)-brane. This process admits for a very suggestive pictorial presentation.

Using the geometric setting described in Section 3, we find the target space of the

N = 2 minimal models as a disc with k + 2 equidistant punctures at the boundary.

This was first described in [12]. Let us label the punctures by a k + 2-periodic integer

q = 0, . . . , k+1. A brane (L,M) is then represented through a straight line stretching

between the points q1 = M − L − 1 and q2 = M + L + 1. In the described process,

a chain of branes, each of minimal length, decays to a brane forming a straight line

between the ends of the chain (see Fig. 1). In [45] similar pictures occur in a geometric

description using the realization of N = 2 minimal models as Landau-Ginzburg models.
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Figure 1: The chain
(6.4) of branes can
decay into a single
brane (L,M).

In Figure 1 we have tacitly assumed that the processes we identified in the large

k regime persist to finite values of k. For branes on SU(2), analogous results were

described in [17]. Similar systematic investigations in case of other CFT backgrounds

can be performed [46]. In any case, the results of [25, 26] and the comparison with

exact studies (see e.g. [22]) in particular models display a remarkable stability of the

RG flows as we move away from the decoupling limit.

6.3 Minimal models

The minimal models are constructed as a ŝu(2)k ⊕ ŝu(2)1/ŝu(2)k+1 coset. The em-

bedding of the denominator theory is diagonal. The sectors of the numerator theory

are labeled by two integers (l, s) where l = 0 . . . k, s = 0, 1. Together with a label

l′ = 0 . . . k+ 1 from the denominator we label the sectors of the coset model by triples

(l, s, l′). From the coset construction we find the selection rule that l + s + l′ has to

be even and the field identification (l, s, l′) ∼ (k − l, 1 − s, k + 1 − l′). Because of the

selection rule, s is determined by fixing l and l′ so that we can label the sectors by

pairs (l, l′).

Now we want to formulate the effective action using our general formalism. Let us

again start with a configuration of branes (L,L′) that have trivial label in the denom-

inator su(2), L′ = 0. On such a configuration we have six fields Aa,Ba corresponding

to directions in the first and the second ŝu(2)-part of the numerator respectively. The

action governing the dynamics of these fields is constructed as in Section 4.1. The
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constraints (4.4) translate into

Ba = −Aa − ifab
cLcA

b for all a (6.6)

and

iLaAb + fab
cAc = 0 for all a, c . (6.7)

By the first of these relations we can eliminate Ba from the action. The action is

expanded according to powers of the level k. As leading terms we find

S(A) = − 1

2k
tr (LaAbL

aAb) − 2i

3k
fabctr (AaAbAc) . (6.8)

Taking the k-dependent metric into account, we note that the action is of order 1/k3.

With the help of (6.7) the derivatives can be eliminated and we get

S(A) =
2

k2
tr (AaA

a) − 2i

3k
fabctr (AaAbAc) . (6.9)

To find solutions we have to find an extremum of this action where the fields have to

fulfill (6.7). Applying our general results to this example we see that we have to look

for solutions Aa = Q′
a where the Q′

a commute with the Qa and where −Q′ = S is a

representation of su(2).

Let us go into an example by considering a single (L, 0) brane, L > 0. In this

case the L+1-dimensional representation Sa = Pa is the only possibility for S. We can

easily calculate the value of the action for this solution (after proper normalization,

more details about normalization can be found in [7]) and obtain

S(−P ) =
π2

3k3
L(L+ 2) > 0 . (6.10)

The solution describes the flow from a different brane configuration with higher mass

to the (L, 0)-brane. From our general rules we can identify this configuration as a single

(0, L)-brane. Thus, we observe here the decay process (0, L) −→ (L, 0) which coincides

precisely with the results of [24].
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This process gives us the possibility to determine the effective action of the (0, L)-

brane by considering the fluctuation spectrum,

S(0,L)(A) = S(L,0)(−P + A) − S(L,0)(−P ) (6.11)

= +
1

2k
tr (LaAbL

aAb) − 2i

3k
fabctr (AaAbAc) , (6.12)

which looks the same as the action for the (L, 0)-brane except the change of sign in

front of the kinetic term. The constraint on the fields (6.7) does not change. This is

the expected result since the kinetic term comes now from the h-part and therefore

comes with a different sign.

Our next example will be a configuration of one (L, 0)-brane I and one (L + 2, 0)

brane II. The fields Aa are then described by quadratic matrices of size 2L+ 4 which

we can understand as consisting of four blocks I-I, I-II, II-I, II-II where the block I-I

describes modes of strings with both ends on brane I and so on.

A =





I-I I-II

II-I II-II





}

L+ 1




L+ 3

(6.13)

The matrices P which implement the derivatives can be decomposed in P = P I + P II

where P I has entries only in the I-I block and P II only in the II-II block.

Besides the solutions −P I and −P II we find two more coming from a 2-dimensional

and an L + 2-dimensional representation, −S2 and −SL+2. This is easily understood

because these are just the representations appearing as tensor factors in the sum of

representations,

[L+ 1] ⊕ [L+ 3] ≃ [2] ⊗ [L+ 2] . (6.14)
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The value of the action is positive, so we deal here with a decay process to the

(L, 0), (L + 2, 0) system. By using the general interpretation of Section 5.2 we can

immediately deduce the starting configuration: For the solution by the 2-dimensional

representation it is the brane (L+1, 1), for the other solution it is the brane (1, L+1).

The described analysis of brane processes carries over to more general brane config-

urations. We find that any (L,L′)-brane finally decays into a configuration with trivial

denominator labels,

(L,L′) −→ ( |L− L′|, 0) + ( |L− L′| + 2, 0) + · · ·+ (L+ L′, 0) . (6.15)

All branes with nontrivial label from the denominator part are unstable and decay into

configurations of branes with trivial denominator part. Which branes appear in the

decay product is determined by the rules of how a tensor product of representations is

decomposed into irreducible representations. These are exactly the processes described

in [24]. But our analysis shows more, namely that any two configurations
∑
PLL′(L,L′)

and
∑
QL L′(L,L′) are connected by a process if

∑
PLL′ L⊗ L′ ∼

∑
QL L′ L⊗ L′ .

For example, any brane (L,L′) can be constructed as condensate from L=0-branes,

(0, |L− L′| ) + (0, |L− L′| + 2) + · · · + (0, L+ L′) −→ (L,L′) .

Recently there has been a study of RG flows in minimal models [27] extending the

work of [24]. All fixed points discovered there by a thorough CFT-investigation can

also be found from our general coset analysis.

We can use our insights on the geometry from Section 3 to visualize the processes.

The target space of minimal models is a cylinder where the ends are squeezed to a

line (see Fig. 2). The simple (L, 0)-branes are point-like branes sitting at the top or

at the bottom depending on L being odd or even. The value of L varying between 0

and k determines the position along the cylinder (see Fig. 2). The generic branes are
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(0, 0) (2, 0)

. . .

. . .

(1, 0)

Figure 2: Geometric interpretation: The picture shows the underlying geometry of the
minimal models together with the possible point-like branes of the form [L, 0] sitting
at the top and at the bottom of a cylinder with squeezed ends. The right end of the
cylinder is cut.

(7, 0)

(0, 7)

(2, 4)

(2, 0) (6, 0)(4, 0)

Figure 3: Processes in the minimal model geometry of Fig. 2 with removed front wall.
Two processes are shown: (a) A one-dimensional string-like brane (0, 7) decays into
one point-like brane at the top. (b) A two-dimensional brane (2, 4) decays into a
configuration of point-like branes at the bottom.
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two-dimensional planar branes (L,L′). The extension along the cylinder is between

|L − L′| and L + L′, the vertical position is given by L′. If L is zero these branes

degenerate to string-like branes of type (0, L′). Only the point-like branes are stable,

the other types of branes decay into configurations of point-like branes as is illustrated

in Fig. 3. This is reminiscent of the phenomena that were observed in the study of

tachyon condensation (see e.g. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]).

7 Conclusion

In this work a rather general picture of condensation processes in a certain limiting

regime of coset models has been developed. We have managed to show that two brane

configurations P and Q on a brane are related by some flow if the restrictions of the

corresponding representations to the diagonally embedded h ⊂ g ⊕ h are equivalent.

This shows that the conserved charges must take values in the representation ring of

the denominator or in some quotient thereof in case there are further processes. Our

present work can be regarded as a generalization of previous work in conformal field

theory to more general brane configurations and a large class of coset theories. The use

of non-commutative gauge theories made it possible to keep track of the large number

of boundary couplings.

It is of obvious interest to go beyond the limit in which some of the levels are sent

to infinity and to study the pattern of flows for finite values of the level, i.e. deep in

the stringy regime. In case of string theory on group manifolds such an extension can

be performed with the help of the ‘absorption of the boundary spin’- principle that

was formulated by Affleck and Ludwig [52, 53]. We will propose an appropriate gen-

eralization of this idea in a forthcoming publication [46]. It is interesting to remark

that coset models typically possess brane processes at finite k which cannot be seen in

the limiting regime (see [24] for an example in unitary minimal models), i.e. these con-

densation processes are not deformations of a process one can study in the ‘geometric
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regime’.

An obvious extension of our analysis is to go beyond the Cardy case and to incor-

porate e.g. boundary theories that are obtained from branes localized along the twined

conjugacy classes on the group manifold G [6]. The latter arise when we glue left- and

right moving currents of the WZW-model for the group G with some automorphism Ω

of g,

Jα(z) = Ω(J̄α)(z̄) for α = 1, . . . , D = dimG . (7.1)

The associated branes have been shown to be localized along the following twined

conjugacy classes

CG;ω
g = { g′ ∈ G | g′ = ugω(u−1) for u ∈ G } .

Here, ω denotes the automorphism of the group G that comes with Ω. These twined

branes on group manifolds descend to the coset G/H provided that ω can be restricted

to the subgroup H ⊂ G. In the latter case it induces an automorphism on H and we

can construct the corresponding twined conjugacy classes CH;ω
h . The induced branes

of the coset model are localized along

C
G/H;ω
(g,h) = πG

G/H

(
CG;ω

g (CH;ω
h )−1

)
⊂ G/H .

To show that this prescription is consistent one has to show that the adjoint action of

H on G leaves the space CG;ω
g (CH;ω

h )−1 invariant. The dynamics of such twined branes

in coset models can be studied once more by a reduction from the theory of twined

branes on group manifolds. The latter was constructed recently in [54].
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A On brane geometry in coset models

In this appendix we plan to derive the geometric interpretation (3.6) of D-branes in

coset models that was found in [13] from the 1-point functions (3.4). The main idea is

borrowed from an analogous discussion of brane geometry on group manifolds [6] and

it generalizes the constructions of [12].

It is useful to recall very briefly how one decodes the brane geometry on group

manifolds (2.4) for the 1-point functions (2.3). To begin with one needs to set up a

correspondence between functions on the group and the bulk fields whose conformal

dimension vanishes when we send k to infinity, i.e. the fields listed in (2.2). This cor-

respondence is obvious since the space Fun(G) of functions on the group G is spanned

by the matrix elements Dl
nm(g) of irreducible representations where l runs through the

set J g. With such a relation between bulk fields and functions in mind, the formula

(2.3) suggests to introduce a set of functions T g
L : G→ C,

T g
L(g) :=

∑

l∈Jk

Sg

L l√
Sg

0 l

δnm Dl
nm(g)

in which the basis element Dl
nm ∈ Fun(G) is weighted with the strength of the coupling

of the associated closed string mode to the brane L. The function T g
L can be shown

to possess a peak along a conjugacy class CG
L of G [6]. This confirms the geometrical

interpretation of the gluing condition (2.1) uncovered in [2].

After this preparation we want to turn to the case of branes in a coset G/H . Now

we need to find a correspondence between bulk fields from the set J r and a set of

functions on the coset space G/H where the denominator H acts on G by conjugation.

To construct such functions, we rewrite G/H as a coset of the form G × H/H × H

in which the two factors H in the denominator act by left and right multiplication on

G×H , respectively,

ul(g, h) = (ug, uh) , vr(g, h) = (gv−1, hv−1)
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for all u, v ∈ H and (g, h) ∈ G×H . The equivalence of the two coset constructions is

based on the equality G × H/H = G and it uses the fact that after dividing out one

copy of H from G×H , the second factor H acts by conjugation on G rather than by

left- or right translation.

Our aim now is to argue that there exists a correspondence between the coset fields

labeled by J r and functions on G × H/H × H , i.e. H × H-invariant functions on

G×H . To this end, let us note that such invariant functions are obtained by averaging

elements of Fun(G×H) over the group H ×H of translations, i.e.

∫

H×H

dµH×H(u, v) F (ugv−1, uhv−1) .

If we apply this averaging prescription to the basis Dl
nm(g)D

l′

rs(h) of Fun(G × H) we

obtain a non-vanishing invariant function whenever the representation l′ of the finite

dimensional Lie algebra h is contained in l. This means that for each bulk field labeled

by elements from the set J r there exists a function on G × H/H × H . We can now

apply the same procedure as in the WZW case to read off the geometry of the branes

in the coset theory, i.e. we define a function

T(L,L′) =
∑

(l,l′)

Sg

l LS̄
h

l′ L′√
Sg

0 lS̄
h

0l′

∫
dµH×H(u, v)Dl

mm(ugv−1)D
l′

ss(uhv
−1)

=

∫
dµH×H(u, v)T g

L(ugv−1)T
h

L′(uhv−1) . (A.1)

Since T g
L(g)T

h

L′(h) is localized along the product CG
L × CH

L′ ⊂ G × H , we have just

shown that the coset brane is localized along the image of this product in the coset

space G × H/H × H . Rephrased in terms of the more conventional coset G/H this

means that the coset brane (L,L′) is localized along the image of the space CG
L (CH

L′)−1,

in agreement with eq. (3.6).
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B Effective action for general branes

It this section we sketch the derivation of the effective action for a general coset brane

configuration from conformal field theory. We begin by looking at the following product

Hg M
L ⊗ Hh M̄ ′

L̄′
of state spaces for boundary theories of the G and H WZW model.

Within such a space we want to find the state space H (M,M ′)
(L,L′) of the coset theory. In a

first step let us impose the constraints

J i
n ψ = J ı̃

n ψ = 0 for all n > 0 , (B.1)

and i, ı̃ run through the usual range. This restricts us to the ground states for the

actions of ĥ ⊂ ĝ on the first factor and of ĥ on the second. With the help of eq. (3.5)

we can conclude that the resulting subspace of states satisfying eqs. (B.1) has the form

⊕

l,m,n

Ng;M
L l H(l,m) ⊗ V h

m ⊗Nh;M̄ ′

L̄′ n
V h

n (B.2)

where V h
m denotes the space of ground states in Hh

m and we sum over all m such

that (l,m) is a sector of the coset model. If we now require the additional invariance

condition

(J i
0 + J̃ i

0) ψ = 0 (B.3)

then the only contribution in the sum will come from m = n̄ and the invariant part

of V h
m ⊗ V h

n is one-dimensional. This means that after imposing the two constraints

(B.1,B.3), we are left with the space

⊕

l,m

Ng;M
L l Nh;M ′

L′ m H(l,m) (B.4)

which is isomorphic to the state space H(M,M ′)
(L,L′) of the boundary coset model. In this

way we have prepared states of the coset theory from states of the product of boundary

WZW models.
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Now we use the boundary operators of the WZW models to build boundary oper-

ators on the product space. These will then be shown to reduce to boundary fields of

the coset theory when k is sent to infinity. The idea is to use fields of the form

Ja ΨNL
(l,ν) ΨN̄ ′L̄′

(l′,ν′)C
ll′

a;ν,ν′ : HgM
L ⊗HhM̄ ′

L̄′
→ HgM

N ⊗HhM̄ ′

N̄ ′
(B.5)

where ν, ν ′ label a basis in the representation spaces V l, V l′ , respectively, and the

coefficients C are chosen such that the operator is invariant under the obvious action

of h. This choice of C guarantees that the operators respect the constraint (B.3). On

the other hand, they are not compatible with our first set of constraints (B.1) simply

because boundary primary fields usually map ground states into a linear combination

which contains also excited states. But these excitations get suppressed for large values

of the level so that the operators (B.5) do respect the conditions (B.1) in the limiting

regime and hence they become the operators of the boundary theory at k → ∞.

This means that we have reduced the computation of 3rd and 4th order terms in our

effective field theory to computations in the boundary WZW model for G andH . These

calculations have been performed in [7] and they provide the corresponding terms in

the action (4.2). But in the case of coset theories, we work only with a small subset

of boundary fields from the WZW models which is specified by the constraints (B.1,

B.3). They manifest themselves in the constraints (4.4) of the effective field theory.

It remains to discuss the quadratic terms in our effective action. These terms can

be read off from the conformal dimensions. More precisely a mode (l, l′) of the coset

model contributes a quadratic term proportional to h(l,l′). But in our construction of

the theory from the two WZW models, (l, l′) is accompanied by the field of weight hl′

for the subalgebra ĥ ⊂ ĝ and another field with the same weight being associated with

the second WZW model. This would add up to h(l,l′) + 2hl′ 6= h(l,l′). Our prescription

to put an extra factor
√
−1 into the derivatives Lı̃, accounts for the mismatch. This

is due to the fact that the conformal weights are obtained from the quadratic Casimir

which changes sign under the replacement J → iJ . Hence, the extra factor i does
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produce the right quadratic terms h(l,l′) + hl′ − hl′ = h(l,l′) in the effective action. It is

easy to see that it does not change the higher order terms in the constrained model.
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